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ABSTRACT:
Navigation is very critical for our daily life, especially when we have to go through the unfamiliar areas where the spaces are
very complex, such as completely bounded (indoor), partially bounded (semi-indoor and/or semi-outdoor), entirely open (outdoor),
or combined. Current navigation systems commonly offer the shortest distance/time path, but it is not always appropriate for
some situations. For instance, on a rainy day, a path with as many places that are covered by roofs/shelters is more attractive.
However, current navigation systems cannot provide such kinds of navigation paths, which can be explained by that they lack
information about such roofed/sheltered-covered spaces. This paper proposes two roofed/sheltered navigation path options by
employing semi-indoor spaces in the navigation map: (i) the Most-Top-Covered path (MTC-path) and (ii) path to the Nearest
sI-space from departure (NSI-path). A path selection strategy is introduced to help pedestrians in making choices between the two
new path options and the traditional shortest path. We demonstrate and validate the research with path planning on two navigation
cases. The results show the two path options and the path selection strategy bring in new navigation experience for humans.

1. INTRODUCTION
Navigation is important for agents when they have to go through
the unfamiliar and complex living areas (environments). Here,
agents are clients that use or engage in navigation activities.
They could be humans or human proxies, such as robots or
drones programmed by humans. In this paper, we concentrate
on humans. Based on transportation modes, agents are
classified as pedestrians, people with mobility constraints
(wheeled users, drivers), and cyclists. The structure of complex
living areas (environments) are broadly subdivided into four
types: indoor (I-space), semi-indoor (sI-space), semi-outdoor
(sO-space), and outdoor (O-space) (Yan et al., 2020, Yan et al.,
2019a, Yan et al., 2019b).
When it refers to navigation path options, the shortest
distance/time paths are generally the only options in the
available navigation systems. That is, distance/time is the only
criterion of path options. The two kinds of options could be
a habitual choice for humans, but it does not mean they are
always expecting choices under all circumstances. For instance,
a least-top-exposed path (Yan et al., 2019b) can be more
interesting and attractive on a rainy day, since roofs/shelters of
the semi-indoor spaces can offer protection for people to escape
from the rain.
In this research, the concept of sI-space corresponds with the
definitions in the previous research (Yan et al., 2019b). The
sI-spaces are the hollow parts formed by living environments
that are semi-open to the outdoors, physically enclosed by
top(s) (e.g., roof, shelter), and may have a side(s) (e.g., wall,
fence), but is not physically enclosed completely like indoor.
Furthermore, this paper continues to use the term “top closure
(C T )” introduced in (Yan et al., 2019a, Yan et al., 2019b),
which is utilized for defining sI-spaces. The C T is a coefficient
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that expresses how much a space is physically bounded from
its top. It corresponds to the ratio between the substantial
(material) area and the entire area of the top boundary structure.
This paper proposes two new path options based on semi-indoor
spaces. From the characteristics of the spaces, sI-spaces
and I-spaces are two types of spaces that have tops, but this
research considers the sI-spaces only, because the sI-spaces
are mostly public (Zhu et al., 2016) while the I-spaces are
often regarded as non-public. The two path options are
(i) the Most-Top-Covered path (MTC-path) and (ii) path
to the Nearest sI-space from departure (NSI-path). The
MTC-path is similar to the least-top-exposed path (proposed
by (Yan et al., 2018, Yan et al., 2019b)) from notion point
of view, but it differs from two aspects: the MTC-path is a
parameters-based path option and it takes both travel distance
and the top-coverage-ratio (see definition in Section 3.1.2) as
the criteria in path determination. The NSI-path is proposed to
help pedestrians to find a closest roofed/sheltered place from
their departures, which is a compromise option when neither
the shortest path nor MTC-path is not recommended (see the
path selection strategy in Section 3.4).
The remaining sections are organized as follows. Section 2
explains the current research on the navigation path options.
Section 3 introduces the two path options and a path
selection strategy. Section 4 presents the implementations
for demonstrating and validating our approach, upon which
conclusions and future work are drawn in the final section.
2. RELATED WORK
Current navigation systems primarily take the travel distance
(shortest) or time (fastest) as the main criteria for optimal path
computation (Dudas et al., 2009, Ghafourian , Karimi, 2009),
although diverse travel modes are considered, such as walking
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(Karimi et al., 2013), driving (Millonig , Schechtner, 2007),
transit (Zar , Sein, 2016), and cycling (Howard , Burns, 2001).
The path with the shortest distance or fastest travel time could
be a habitual choice for humans (Golledge, 1995), but it does
not mean this kind of path is always the best choice under all
circumstances.
In the past decades, a lot of research have been reported
on personalized/agent-tailored navigation paths, such
as shortest-distance/time path (Kimmel et al., 1995),
simplest (minimum turns) path (Duckham , Kulik, 2003)
, least/most-space-visited, least-obstruction (Liu , Zlatanova,
2013), safe path (Andreev et al., 2015, Balata et al.,
2018, Cambra et al., 2019, Wang , Zlatanova, 2019),
health-optimal routing (e.g., specific level of calories burn)
(Sharker et al., 2012), minimum traffic related air pollution
exposure (Alam et al., 2018).
3. MTC-PATH, NSI-PATH & A PATH SELECTION
STRATEGY
This section introduces the parameters of the navigation model
and navigation path. Then, the MTC-path, NSI-path, and a
path selection strategy is presented. The traditional shortest
path can be the shortest distance or travel time path. In this
paper, the shortest path mentioned below refers to the path with
the shortest distance. It should be mentioned the navigation
model in this paper is a network-based navigation model, which
is derived from 3D spaces on the basis of the Poincaré duality
(Munkres, 1984). The shortest path is computed based on the
Dijkstra algorithm (Dijkstra, 1959).
3.1

Parameters

In order to quantitatively reflect the navigation network and
navigation path, this section introduces several parameters.
3.1.1 For Navigation Model
The parameters for the navigation model are defined based
on two connected spaces (Figure 1). Five parameters are
defined: the distance between the two connected spaces,
original weights, covered & uncovered distance, uncovered
ratio, and modified weights. The definitions and notations of
the parameters are the following:

On the basis of Poincaré duality, for any two connected
spaces (Si and Sj ), edge(s) are added to indicate
connection(s), where the costs of edges are distances.
Then, the distance between the two spaces (DSij ) is the
sum of all the costs between them. For instance, the
distance between S1 and S2 is the sum of the lengths of
the two line segments (Figure 1(d)).
• Original weights (WS0 ij )

All the distances are taken into account to compute the
weights. Then, the original weights are the standardised
distances (Equation 1).
WS0 ij =

DSij − DSij (min)
DSij (max) − DSij (min)

(1)

where WS0 ij is the values that standardised from distances
DSij ; DSij (max) and DSij (min) are the maximum and
minimum in the distance collection respectively.
• Covered (DcSij ), & uncovered (DucSij ) distance

The covered distance (DcSij ) means the length of the part
physically bounded by tops between two connected spaces
(Si and Sj ), and the uncovered distance (DucSij ) means
the length of the uncovered parts. In this paper, the covered
parts come from I-spaces or sI-spaces while the uncovered
from sO-spaces or O-spaces.
• Uncovered ratio (λSij )

The uncovered ratio (λSij ) is a variable to express
uncovered rate between two spaces. It is the ratio between
the uncovered distance (DucSij ) and the distance (DSij )
of two spaces (Si and Sj ). Thus, it can be computed by
Equation 2:
λSij = DucSij /DSij .

(2)

where DucSij is uncovered distance while DSij is the
distance between the two connected spaces.
• Modified weights (WS00ij )

The modified weights (WS00ij ) are computed based on
original weights (WS0 ij ) and the uncovered ratio (λSij ),
in which a coefficient ξ is introduced to indicate the
importance of the original weights and uncovered ratio
(Equation 3).
WS00ij = ξWS0 ij + (1 − ξ)λSij

(3)

where ξ is the coefficient that quantifies the importance
of original weights and uncovered ratio, where ξ ∈ [0, 1];
WS0 ij is the original weight; λSij is the uncovered ratio.

Figure 1. Illustration of connected spaces. Only the two spaces
in (a) are regarded as connected spaces while that in (b) and (c)
are unconnected. The (d) shows the navigation network between
the two spaces, in which the blue dot is the additional vertex on
the face two spaces touch to indicate how to traverse the spaces.
• The distance between two connected spaces (DSij )

3.1.2 For Navigation Path
The parameters for the navigation path are defined based on the
planned paths, which are used as quantitative indicators for path
comparisons in the later section. The definitions and notations
of the parameters are as follows:
• Path length (Pl )

The Pl is the distance from departure to destination
following the planned path.
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Pl =

X

3.3

• Covered/Uncovered length of a path (Plc /Pluc )

Covered length means the total distance of the path
segments formed by sI-spaces in the planned path,
while the uncovered distance means the total distance of
segments formed by sO-space and/or O-space.
Plc =

X

DcSij , Pluc =

NSI-path

(4)

Dsij

X

DucSij

(5)

Another path option is NSI-path. The process of planning
the NSI-path also starts from selecting sI-spaces based on a
threshold of C T (the same as that in MTC-path planning). The
process of NSI-path planning consists of four steps, which are
shown by an illustration (Figure 2). In the example, there
are eight selected sI-spaces (sI-1 to sI-8) that are marked by
black solid square, sr and α are search radius and search angle
respectively. The details of the process are the following:

• Top-coverage-ratio of a path (Pcr )

The top-coverage-ratio of a path is an indicator that shows
how much a path is physically bounded by tops. It is the
ratio between the covered length and path length (Equation
6).
Pcr = Plc /Pl

(6)

• Weight-based path length (Wp )

The weight-based path length is the “length” of a path
based on (original/modified) weights. In particular, if a
planned path consists of several connected spaces, the
Wp is the sum of weights corresponding to all the spaces
(Equation 7).
Wp =

X

WSij

(7)

in which the WSij is WS0 ij or WS00ij .
3.2

MTC-path

The MTC-path is a parameters-based path option and it takes
both the travel distance and the top-coverage-ratio of a path
(Pcr ) as the criteria. In short, it aims to determine the shortest
path within a top-coverage-ratio constraint in the navigation.
The path planning of MTC-path consists of three steps:
• Select sI-spaces. In this step, sI-spaces will be selected
based on a threshold of C T . This threshold of C T
is different from that in the generic space definition
framework. Here, it is set on the basis of navigation
purposes. For instance, if a pedestrian plans to use the top
for escaping from strong sun, the threshold of C T can be
set as 0.8 (this value here is only an example). Then, only
the sI-spaces with a C T ≥ 0.8 are selected to participate
in the navigation network derivation and navigation path
planning. In other words, the results of this step are the
sI-spaces that have qualified tops.

Figure 2. Example of NSI-path planning from departure to
destination.
• Create a straight line by linking the departure and
destination. This step is to create a line segment by using
the location of departure as the start and destination as the
end. This line will be used as a reference for the searching
area determination.
• Set time (t) and searching angle (α). In this step, two
parameters are introduced, time (t) and searching angle
(α), in which the former indicates the acceptable time for a
pedestrian to move to the nearest sI-space, while the latter
is an optimization parameter for determining the preferred
search range. The αcan vary from 0 to 360◦ .
• Find potential nearest sI-spaces. With the t and the
speed of a pedestrian (v ), a search radius (sr ) centred
on the departure point can be determined, i.e., sr = vt.
Then, the searching area becomes a sector by setting a
searching angle (α ∈ ( 0, 360o ] ). The searching process
is having all the selected sI-spaces to do intersection
operations with this sector. If the intersection is not null,
the corresponding sI-space will be kept as a candidate for
the nearest sI-spaces. With a given α, if there is no sI-space
within the defined sector, the α will be increased.
• Determine the nearest sI-space and NSI-path. The final
step is computing the shortest paths from the departure to
each candidate of sI-space based on the Dijkstra algorithm.
Then the sI-space corresponding to the path with minimum
distance is the nearest sI-space, and this shortest path is
the NSI-path. In the demonstration (Figure 2), sI-6 is
determined as the nearest sI-space to the departure.

• Compute the original and modified weights. Taking
the Poincaré duality as the theoretical background, the
navigation network is derived based on the selected
sI-spaces, sO-spaces, and O-spaces. Then, the original and
modified weights are computed based on the Equation 1
and Equation 3 respectively.

3.4

• Plan the MTC-path. In this last step, the departure
and destination are two nodes in the navigation network
corresponding to two spaces and they can be located in
semi-indoor, semi-outdoor, or outdoor. After assigning the
departure and destination, the modified weights (Ws00i sj )
are utilized to compute the MTC-path as well as Pl , Plc ,
Pluc .

More than one paths options can be available and this may
create difficulties in selecting a path. It is necessary to have a
path selection strategy to make decisions within the traditional
shortest path that is currently in use and the two path options.
That is, a strategy to help pedestrians to make a choice between
three path types: MTC-path, NSI-path, and the traditional
shortest path.

A Path Selection Strategy
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Ideally, pedestrians select the path options with the following
order: MTC-path, NSI-path, and the traditional shortest path.
However, it is not always sure that a MTC-path is the best
option. For example, the length of MTC-path may be longer
than the shortest path. Thence, this chapter introduces a path
selection strategy (Figure 3) to help pedestrians to find the
balance between distance and top-coverage-ratio and set up
rules to estimate in which condition which path is the best
choice.

network that derived based on duality theory. The costs of edges
are distances, which are identified by numbers without the unit
(Figure 4(d)).
With the navigation graph (Figure 4(d)) and distances, original
weights (Table 1) are computed based on Equation 1. Then,
modified wights (WS00ij ) are computed based on Equation 3,
in which to show the changes in the modified weights, the
coefficient ξ is set from 1 to 0 with intervals of 0.1 (Table 2).
Table 1. Original information of the navigation graph.

Figure 3. The path selection strategy. The shortest path is
computed based on the original weights (WS0 ij ).

As seen in the path selection strategy, the traditional shortest
path is used as the reference, two progressive rules are
presented: (i) for the MTC-path, if its uncovered distance
is shorter than that of shortest path, and at the same time
the top-coverage-ratio is larger than that of shortest path (i.e.,
Pluc1 < Pluc0 & Pcr1 > Pcr0 ), it will be recommended to users
preferentially. Otherwise, (ii) the NSI-path will be computed
and compared with the traditional shortest path. If the NSI-path
is shorter than the shortest path (i.e., Pl2 < Pl0 ), the NSI-path
will be suggested for pedestrians. Otherwise, the traditional
shortest path is the recommendation.
3.5

Si

Sj

Dsij

DcSij

DucSij

λSij

WS0 ij

SA
SA
SA
SB
SC
SD
SE
SF
SG

SB
SD
SF
SC
SH
SE
SH
SG
SH

7
3
7
5
8
5
4
5
8

0
0
2
3
3
0
0
5
3

7
3
5
2
5
5
4
0
5

1
1
0.71
0.4
0.625
1
1
0
0.625

0.8
0
0.8
0.4
1
0.4
0.2
0.4
1

With the navigation network and weights, three navigation
paths from SA (departure) to SH (destination) are planned
(Figure 5), in which path 1 (SA → SD → SE → SH ) is the
traditional shortest path, path 2 (SA → SF → SG → SH ) is
the MTC-path, and path 3 (SA → SF ) is the NSI-path.

Illustration of the Two Path Options

Figure 5. The three navigation paths from SA (departure) to SH
(destination). SA → SD → SE → SH is path 1 (green),
SA → SF → SG → SH is path 2 (black), and SA → SF is
path 3 (blue).

Figure 4. A navigation example, in which SC , SF , and SG are
three sI-spaces. (a) All spaces. (b) Nodes extracted from spaces;
(c) Navigation graph derived from spaces based on duality
theory, in which the red dots are the extra vertices; (d)
Navigation graph with distance.

A navigation example illustrates the two navigation options and
the path selection strategy (Figure 4). For simplicity, we use
abstract cases containing only spaces that connect by sharing
virtual boundaries. There are eight spaces (SA to SH ), in
which SC , SF , and SG are three selected sI-spaces, while the
rests are sO-spaces and O-spaces. Spaces are 3D volumes,
but in this example, they are demonstrated in 2D polygons for
visualization purposes. Figure 4(a) and (c) show the navigation

The information of the three path options are listed in Table 3.
Two show how the information are computed, we select 1 −
ξ = 0.3 (i.e., ξ = 0.7) as an example. For the path 1, Wp =
WS00AD + WS00DE + WS00EH = 0.3 + 0.58 + 0.44 = 1.32, Pl =
DSAD + DSDE + DSEH = 3 + 5 + 4 = 12, Pluc = DucSAD +
DucSDE + DucSEH = 3 + 5 + 4 = 12, and Pcr = (Pl −
Pluc )/Pl = (12 − 12)/12 = 0. Similarly, for the path 2, Wp =
WS00AF + WS00F G + WS00GH = 0.77 + 0.28 + 0.89 = 1.94, Pl =
DSAF + DSF G + DSGH = 7 + 5 + 8 = 20, Pluc = DucSAF +
DucSF G + DucSGH = 5 + 0 + 5 = 10, and Pcr = (Pl −
Pluc )/Pl = (20 − 10)/20 = 0.5. As for the path 3, Wp =
WS00AF = 0.77, Pl = DS AF = 7, Pluc = DucSAF = 5, and
Pcr = (Pl − Pluc )/Pl = (7 − 5)/7 = 0.29.
It shows that with the changing of the ξ , the Wp of the
three navigation paths change (Figure 6). Overall, with the
decreasing of ξ (i.e., the increasing of 1 − ξ ), the Wp of path
1 is rising, while that of path 2 and 3 are falling, which reveals
that with paying more attention to the top-coverage-ratio of the
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Table 2. Modified weights (WS00ij ) based on Equation 3.
Si

Sj

SA
SA
SA
SB
SC
SD
SE
SF
SG

SB
SD
SF
SC
SH
SE
SH
SG
SH

WS00ij
ξ=1

0.8
0
0.8
0.4
1
0.4
0.2
0.4
1

0.9
0.82
0.1
0.79
0.4
0.96
0.46
0.28
0.36
0.96

0.8
0.84
0.2
0.78
0.4
0.93
0.52
0.36
0.32
0.93

0.7
0.86
0.3
0.77
0.4
0.89
0.58
0.44
0.28
0.89

0.6
0.88
0.4
0.77
0.4
0.85
0.64
0.52
0.24
0.85

0.5
0.9
0.5
0.76
0.4
0.81
0.7
0.6
0.2
0.81

0.4
0.92
0.6
0.75
0.4
0.78
0.76
0.68
0.16
0.78

0.3
0.94
0.7
0.74
0.4
0.74
0.82
0.76
0.12
0.74

0.2
0.96
0.8
0.73
0.4
0.7
0.88
0.84
0.08
0.70

Pcr

Wp

Pl

0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5

0.8
0.79
0.78
0.77
0.77
0.76
0.75
0.74
0.73
0.72
0.71

0.1
0.98
0.9
0.72
0.4
0.66
0.94
0.92
0.04
0.66

0
1
1
0.71
0.4
0.63
1
1
0
0.63

Table 3. Three different navigation paths.
1−ξ
Wp

0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1

0.6
0.84
1.08
1.32
1.56
1.8
2.04
2.28
2.52
2.76
3

Path 1
Pluc
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
Pl

Pcr

Wp

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

2.2
2.11
2.03
1.94
1.86
1.77
1.68
1.6
1.51
1.43
1.34

path, the traditional shortest path becomes less attractive. That
is, if ξ is less than 0.5, the path 2 is recommended, otherwise,
the path 3.

Path 2
Pluc
20
10
20
10
20
10
20
10
20
10
20
10
20
10
20
10
20
10
20
10
20
10
Pl

Path 3
Pluc
7
5
7
5
7
5
7
5
7
5
7
5
7
5
7
5
7
5
7
5
7
5

Pcr

0.29
0.29
0.29
0.29
0.29
0.29
0.29
0.29
0.29
0.29
0.29

the decreasing of (ξ ), path 3 becomes the recommended path
considering its Wp becomes always less than that of path 1.
Meanwhile, its covered distance is longer than that of path 1
(Plc 3 > Plc 1 ) and top-coverage-ratio is bigger than that of path
1 (Pcr3 > Pcr1 ).
4. IMPLEMENTATION
4.1

Agent & Test Area

The agent in this implementation is a pedestrian, which is
modelled as a 3D object with length (625mm ≤ l ≤ 875mm),
width (w ≥ 375mm), and height (h ≥ 1930mm) (Yan et al.,
2019b).
Figure 6. The changes of Wp with the changing of the ξ.

Comparing paths 1 and 2, before ξ reaching to 0.4, the path
2 is recommended for users. For instance, if ξ = 0.4, The
uncovered distance of path 2 (Pluc2 = 12) is shorter than that
of path 1 (Pluc1 = 14), although its Wp 2 is smaller than that
of path 1, and the top-coverage-ratio (Pcr2 = 0) is smaller
than that of path 1 (Pcr1 = 0.3). For this case, NSI-path is
computed. But, path 2 is still be recommended, because the
length of NSI-path is longer than that of path 2.
In contrast, comparing the path 2 and path 3, we can find that
if ξ less than to 0.5, the path 2 is recommended, otherwise, the
recommendation path is path 3. Because when the ξ > 0.5,
the Wp of path 3 smaller than that of path 2. Meanwhile, the
uncovered distance of path 3 is shorter that than of path 2, and
the top-coverage-ratio changes larger than that of path 2.
Comparing paths 1 and 3 only, at the beginning (i.e., ξ = 1),
the two paths are the same from the Wp aspect. But, with

Figure 7. A pedestrian is modelled as a 3D object.

The test area is part of the university campus in UNSW (Figure
8). There are seven types of objects, including buildings,
shelters, roads, green areas, hand railings, enclosing walls, and
fences. The buildings indicate I-spaces and act as physical
boundaries. Hand railings, enclosing walls, and fences also
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serve as physical boundaries. Shelters represent areas of
sI-spaces while roads and green areas are sO-spaces and
O-spaces.

boundaries, which makes such I-spaces become isolated to
other any spaces. The derived navigation network is shown in
Figure 10.

Figure 8. Selected area of university campus for testing.

Figure 10. The navigation network automatically derived from
3D spaces based on Poincaré duality.

The data of the indoor is a Building Information Modelling
(BIM) model. The initial data of semi-indoor, semi-outdoor,
and outdoor is a 2D map. Then the footprints in the 2D map are
manually corrected to be topologically correct.
4.2

3D Spaces & Navigation Network Derivation

Only the sI-spaces formed by the building with the BIM model
are reconstructed based on the approaches presented in (Yan
et al., 2018, Yan et al., 2019b). The process of reconstructing
other sI-spaces formed by shelters is extruding footprints of
shelters to a certain height, which is similar to the approach
for sO-spaces and O-spaces presented in (Yan et al., 2020).
Here, a certain height is employed for sI-spaces, sO-spaces, and
O-spaces reconstruction. This paper assigns a certain height (2
meters) for sI-spaces, sO-spaces, and O-spaces reconstruction,
because we consider this height is sufficient for pedestrian
navigation. All spaces in the test area are shown in Figure 9.

4.3

Path planning

The MTC-path and NSI-path are implemented with two
navigation cases: A
B, C
D. For comparison, OSM
and Google Maps are also used for path planning. Rhinoceros
(with Grasshopper) is used for conducting the whole process
and visualizing the results.

Figure 9. BIM spaces and created 3D spaces in the test area.

Theoretically, the navigation network can be derived from
3D spaces on the basis of Poincaré duality (Munkres, 1984).
Indoor spaces are generally connected by doors. Thus, the
process is extracting room (space) as nodes and connected by
a node extracted from Door (space). However, semi-indoor,
semi-outdoor, and outdoor spaces are naturally connected by
virtual boundaries rather than doors. Therefore, we use
additional vertex on the face two spaces touch to indicate how
to traverse the spaces. Even if the path does not intersect
the spaces, the vertices are still needed, see the abstracted
example in Figure 4(c). Thus, curve edges and extra vertices
are employed to force the navigation links to pass through the
sharing of virtual boundaries.
All the indoor cases without BIM models are omitted in this
experiment, because we used building footprints as physical

Figure 11. Navigation paths of A
B. Differences between
shortest path and MTC-path are marked by black ellipses, which
shows where the sI-spaces are involved.

The first navigation case takes A as departure and B as the
destination. The shortest path and MTC-path can be seen in
Figure 11. All three different navigation systems can offer the
shortest path, but only our approach can offer the MTC-path
and NSI-path. The navigation path computed by Google Maps
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Figure 12. Navigation paths of C

D. The part marked by black ellipse shows where the sI-spaces are involved in MTC-path.

Table 4. Comparisons of three navigation systems. × means no while X means yes.

Approach
OSM
Google Maps
Our approach

sI-space
×
×
X

2D/3D
2D
2D
3D

obviously shows this system tries to guide pedestrians to go
along with roads. Furthermore, the third dimension (vertical
constraint) of outdoor spaces in OSM and Google Maps is
neglected, but it is considered in our approach, because the
navigation network of our approach is derived from 3D spaces.
Our approach not only can offer different path options but also
detailed information of the paths, such as covered/uncovered
distance as well as the top-coverage-ratio. The MTC-path in
Figure 11 includes as many sI-spaces as possible to increase
the top-coverage-ratio, see the black circled part.
The second navigation case is from C (departure) to D
(destination) (Figure 12). The paths of this case vary greatly.
The path offered by OSM shows the pedestrians can go through
a building. Navigation in Google Maps still tried to guide
pedestrians to go along with roads. We expect our approach
to have a similar shortest path to the result from OSM, but
with the reason that this building does not have a BIM model
and therefore is excluded, the shortest path of our approach
slightly changes. In the MTC-path, it clearly shows that it
tries to use sI-spaces to increase the covered distance and
top-coverage-ratio.
Based on the path selection strategy, both MTC-path in the
two cases is recommended, since the uncovered distances of
them are shorter than that of their corresponding shortest path
(250.80 vs 270.88, and 270.48 vs 347.91) and the coverage ratio
of the two MTC-paths is larger than that of their shortest paths
(0.138 vs 0.038, and 0.226 vs 0). As mentioned above, the
NSI-path is a compromise option when neither the shortest path
nor MTC-path is not recommended. Due to both MTC-path in
two cases is recommended, the NSI-path of the two navigation
cases is not computed, but it is for sure, the NSI-path can be
planned with our approach.
We compare the path planning results of OSM, Google Maps,

Shortest path
X
X
X

MTC-path
×
×
X

NSI-path
×
×
X

and our approach from five aspects (Table 4): (i) if the sI-space
is considered in navigation map, (ii) navigation performs in 2D
or 3D, (iii) if the shortest path can be computed, (iv) if it can
compute the MTC-path, and (v) if it can provide NSI-path.
The results show that current navigation applications do not
consider sI-spaces in navigation map, perform navigation in
2D, and offer the shortest path as the only path option. In
comparison, the navigation paths show that our approach
performs navigation in 3D. More importantly, it not only can
offer the shortest path but also the MTC-path and NSI-path.
5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper presents two path options based on sI-spaces,
including: MTC-path and NSI-path. Both paths are developed
to meet the user’s pursuit of protection from the top direction
during their navigation. This research has three contributions
to navigation path planning: (a) sI-spaces are included in
navigation paths as destination or departure; (b) MTC-path
and NSI-path are computed for users who need the shortest
path with as many covers from the top as possible; (c) The
navigation performs in 3D, which aligns with the real situation
that navigation is a process of pedestrians move from one 3D
space to another.
In the future, we will extend this research to new path options
with sI-spaces to I-spaces, even sO-spaces or O-spaces for other
navigation preferences. For instance, a path with as many
I-spaces as possible could be attractive in hot summer, since
the I-spaces are generally equipped with air conditioners. In
short, it is possible to develop multiple path options based on
semantics of spaces and preferences of users.
It should be mentioned that the 3D spaces are one of the
main limitations of this research – that are further utilized for
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navigation network derivation - in which sI-spaces are correctly
reconstructed. Therefore, more aspects that are related to
sI-spaces need to be investigated in depth. For example, setting
the threshold of C T for sI-space selection is a precondition of
using sI-spaces for MTC-path and NSI-path. In this paper, the
threshold is set as 0.8 because the authors consider a top with a
C T ≥ 0.8 is enough for a pedestrian to escape from the strong
sun. If pedestrians desire to use the tops to escape from the rain,
the threshold of C T for sI-space could be set as 0.95.
Furthermore, it is necessary to investigate the preferences of
users, which would have a higher impact on their decisions
compared to time or distance-based routes that are currently in
use (shortest distance/time path). This approach is expected to
be combined with different attributes or challenges, and various
metrics such as the number of turns, and the number of decision
points, among others.
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